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Perhaps because I am at the point of my own academic career where I am beginning to position 
myself less as a student and more as a fully-fledged academic, I have been giving a lot of thought of 
late to what my place in the larger world will be once I settle entirely into that shift. I suspect this is the 
kind of anxiety of identity that must plague us all as graduate students, no matter our field of 
specialization. I also suspect that many of us arrived at our vocation with an idealistic notion of the 
democratic powers of education and an optimistic hope that we might find a voice as public 
intellectuals. But what does it mean to be a public intellectual today? What place in the public sphere is 
available for us as academics? Even the basic conception of the public is complicated and contested, 
and the possibility of public intellectualism is beset by concerns we must address before we can hope to 
take our places in the public sphere.

The very idea of public intellectuals is fraught with a number of concerns and debates. Farmer 
discusses public intellectuals as “those whose role it is to think critically (and comment generally) 
about the public at large,” but he says that they “have outlived their heyday” (102-3). He is reticent 
about wholly accepting Warner's assertion that this is because expert knowledge can only be challenged 
by other experts, which then locks the general public out of the conversation. Rather, Farmer points out 
that it is a more pressing problem that “expert knowledge is routinely questioned, disputed, 
misrepresented, ignored, and, in some instances, mocked” (Farmer 103). Public intellectuals presenting 
themselves as such, then, face a public that is likely going to be hostile to the very idea of expert 
knowledge.

Weisser extensively discusses the role of the public intellectual. He cites the lack of time for 
work outside the academic sphere as a concern, as well as the difficulty of finding a widespread 
audience. He cites Fish, who stresses that a public intellectual must have the public's attention, in order 
to make the point that such a widespread audience is not accessible from the academic stage. He then 
says that “public intellectuals in the traditional sense no longer exist,” but nevertheless asserts that there 
are still potential avenues for intellectuals to engage in public social and political debates (Weisser 
119). He optimistically suggests that intellectuals can have a role in creating counterpublics if they 
“look for alternative sites in which to voice their opinions on social and political issues” (Weisser 123). 
Perhaps even more optimistically, he concludes that it is most important to remember that, as 
instructors working with students who make up publics, we can affect these lives on an individual basis 
that will produce a ripple effect and thereby affect our communities in general. He does, however 
caution that we must “not assume that these changes will not occur overnight or that they will 
necessarily affect society as a whole” (Weisser 123).  Weisser is most interested in emphasizing that 
public intellectualism is most possible on a smaller, localized scale for compositionists.

Adler-Kassner responds to Weisser by citing his ideas on public intellectualism and connecting 
them to her own ideas about the progressive pragmatic jeremiad. She says that the public intellectual 
“is a person who connects the values of the broader culture to the classroom and cultivates students' 
critical intelligences so that they can do the same, either through cultivation or imposition” (Adler-
Kassner 80), but she points out that Cushman is right in saying that this position is paternalistic and 
condescending. She asserts that we cannot expect to foster critical, democratic intelligence by 
positioning ourselves in this way. 

What may be abstracted from these thinkers, and others who have engaged with this issue, is a 
number of issues I think that we must address. Academic style is the first issue of debate. As Kristof 
alleges, academic style is abstruse to the uninitiated, and therefore academic discourse speaks only to 
itself. Certainly the writing of Judith Butler, for example, is cited in The Bad Writing Contest as being 
virtually impenetrable. Yet, as respondents to Kristof have pointed out, sometimes the issues public 
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intellectuals attempt to discuss are complex and badly served by rendering in reductively easy terms. 
As these respondents have also pointed out, academic style is a marker of membership in academia, 
and we must be anxious that our peers will place no value our work if we lack these markers. 
Academics just beginning their careers are especially vulnerable in this regard. I suggest that we might 
combat this issue by providing scholarly venues for publication that valorize alternative styles of 
discourse, and that actively attempt to address both the scholarly and general publics. A single 
institution, of course, will have no easy time of attempting to change academic style as a whole, but 
this measure may provide some positive change in that direction.

Also, of course, Adler-Kassner's point about the effect of positioning ourselves as public 
intellectuals is a factor. If we are not to be paternalistic, we must be careful to speak to or with rather 
than for, and not foreclose or over-determine the participation of others in the conversation. I think that 
this issue might be addressed by workshops for faculty on how to be aware of power relations in 
discourse. This notion is already active in academia, of course, so I do not expect it to come as a 
foreign concept needing a great deal of work to address.

Perhaps the most difficult issue to deal with is the material reality of working in academia. For 
the untenured – or worse, adjunct – instructor, public intellectualism is much more problematic than it 
is for those who are more firmly established. In a publish-or-perish system, how are we newer 
academics to balance the kind of specialized, academic publication that will count toward our tenure 
with more public writing? Moreover, how safe can we feel speaking our minds in an increasingly 
corporate-funded academe before tenure? Of course, community college professors and the tenured 
among the academic community are less affected by the first concern, and tenured individuals perhaps 
not even so much by the second. However, even across these divides there remains the issue of time; 
given teaching loads, meetings, committee work, academic reading and writing, and student 
conferences and grading, the time left over to pursue public intellectualism is vanishingly small, and 
that fails to even account for the existence of a personal life or family. Behm, Robertson, and Roen, for 
example, may call for academics to write one public piece for every ten scholarly articles, chapters, or 
conference papers, but they neglect to address these material concerns. I suggest that the best way to 
address this issue is to firstly to uncouple tenure from purely scholarly publication. If publishing to a 
general audience counted for tenure, more of us would be likely to make time for it, and finding a 
balance with our scholarly writing would not be so problematic. Also, we must rigorously defend our  
intellectual freedom as academics, and insist as a group that our administrators support this. If our 
institutions make it clear that corporate interests will not be allowed to influence hiring, firing, and 
tenure decisions, we will feel freer to critique those interests in a public forum.
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